TOMB RAIDER II: GOLDEN MASK
"...TR II is totally brilliant..."
Ultimate PC 94%

"It is, in short, fabulous."
Edge 9/10

"The best possible sequel to the
best bloody game in existence"
Empire

RELEASE DATE
JUNE 1999

GENRE
ACTION/ADVENTURE

BACKGROUND
The Golden Mask edition includes the original Tomb Raider II plus a separate disc
featuring four brand new levels. The new levels have been created with the same
game-engine and technology as used for the development of Tomb Raider II. During
her day to day research Lara stumbles across a faded photograph showing an Inuit
Whalehunter holding what looks like an ancient Golden Mask - rumored to be the
famed Golden Mask of Tornarsuk, a unique magical artifact. However she’s not
alone in her new adventure: this time there are others who have a seemingly
fanatical interest in the mask.

ACTION/ADVENTURE

TOMB RAIDER II: GOLDEN MASK

KEY FEATURES
Tomb Raider II: Golden Mask Edition combines the classic gameplay of the original Tomb Raider with an array of
improved features including: enhanced engine, dynamic lighting, exterior settings, new moves, new weapons.
Including the full original game and with four brand new levels it has a plot that’ll have Lara twisting and turning
around every corner.

MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
••
••
••
••
••
••

Windows 95® compatible computer system
Pentium 90Mhz processor (133MHz recommended)
16MB RAM
X4 speed CD-ROM drive
Direct X 5.0 drivers are required to play this game and are included on this CD
Supports most major 3D acceleration graphics cards and compatible soundcards through Direct X5.0

AWARDS / SCORES
•• "The sheer amount of thought that has clearly gone into each section makes a mockery of just about any other
computer game you care to mention... - a must-buy." - PC Zone 94%
•• "One of the best games ever made. Varied, exciting and lip-lickingly luscious." - PC Gamer 94%
•• "Lara Croft's latest adventure is a masterpiece of amazing graphics and addictive gameplay, even better than
its famous predecessor...Tomb Raider II is totally brilliant and unquestionably the best game to appear on the
PC this year." - Ultimate PC 94%
•• "Buy now, enjoy for months." - Games Master 92%
•• "It's bigger, better and stunning all-round. Buy it." - PC Home 93%
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FORMAT
PC CD ROM

BAR CODE
5032921006385
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